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Zumiez Excludes Certain Stores From 13.6%
Increase in Comparable Sales

New language in latest 10-K reveals the retailer changed the way it
calculates same store sales.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research,
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Zumiez Excludes Closed Stores From Comparables
Zumiez, a specialty apparel, footwear, and accessories retailer, was not deemed essential
during the pandemic and was required to close some of its stores. In FY20, Zumiez says its
stores were open approximately 78.4% of the possible days during the year. In its 2020 10-K,
Zumiez disclosed it’s excluding certain stores from its comparisons:

“Stores closed due to the impact of COVID-19 were excluded from the comparable sales
calculation if they were closed for longer than seven days.”

Excluding stores closed due to the pandemic allowed Zumiez to post a significant increase in
same store sales despite revenue declining by 4.6% in 2020:

“The decrease in net sales was primarily due to widespread short-term store closures
globally throughout the fiscal year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, partially offset by a
13.6% comparable sales increase and the net addition of 3 stores (12 new stores offset
by 9 store closures).”

The increase in comparable sales was driven by an increase in transactions and an increase in
dollars per transaction. It was also buoyed by the company’s online business:

“Our ecommerce business has remained open during the COVID-19 pandemic and
therefore remains reported in our comparable sales calculation.”
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By quarter, Zumiez stores were open, on an aggregate basis, 50.2%, 73.4%, 94.7% and 93.6%,
respectively, of possible days.


